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Essential Question(s)

•What are the defining 
features of democracy? 

•What are the functions, 
values & characteristics 
of American 
government?



Government

•Definition:
• Institutions & processes

thru which public 
policies are made 
for society

•This def. leads to 
two basic questions:
•How should we govern?
•What should government do?



ALL Government’s 5 basic 
functions 

1. Maintain a national defense

2. Provide public services

3. Preserve order

4. Socialize the young

5. Collect taxes



LO 1.1

To Learning Objectives



Politics (def)
•Process selecting our 
governmental leaders & 
policies leaders produce. 
•Politics produces 
authoritative decisions 
about public issues.
•Also consider Lasswell’s 

definition:
• Who gets what, when & how



Good or Bad?



•Process by 
which policy 
comes into 
being & evolves 
over time

Figure 1.3
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The Policymaking System

•People Shape Policy
1. People have interests, 

problems, & concerns.
2. 4 linkage institutions that 

get the word out are:
•Political parties
•Elections
•Mass media
• Interest groups
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The Policymaking System

3. Policy agenda 
3. Issues that attract serious attention 

of public officials (i.e…?)

4. 4 policymaking institutions:
• Legislative branch
• Executive branch
• Judicial branch
• Bureaucracy (?)

• System of govmost of important 
decisions made by state officials rather 
than by elected representatives

?
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The Policymaking System

5. Policy created?
•Public Policy is a choice that 
govt makes in response to a 
political issue.
• Taxes, laws, regs, no decisions

6. Impact of those policies
•Effects a policy has on people 
& problems

?
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Lasswell’s Model

• Harold D. Lasswell’s definition of POLITICS: 
“Who gets what, when, & how”
• Who – voters, candidates, groups, & parties

• What – substance of politics & gov’t 
(benefits, such as Medicare, new taxes)

• How – people participation (voting, supporting, 
compromising, lobbying, & so forth)

• Political participation 
• The ways in which people get involved in politics

• Elderly vote more than others.

• Single issue groups
• groups so concerned with 1 issue that members cast 

votes on basis of 1 issue





American Political Culture & 
Democracy
•Political culture 
•Overall set of values 
widely shared w/in 
society
•5 elements are:
• Liberty (freedoms)
•Egalitarianism (equality)
• Individualism 
• Laissez-faire (hands off)
•Populism (power to the 

people)





Contending 
Theories of Democracy

Who really has 
the Power?



Traditional Democratic Theory

•TD  system in which policy 
represents & responds to the 
publics preferences
•Five components of TD 
Theory: (Robert Dahl)
• Equality in voting
• Effective participation
• Enlightened understanding
• Citizen control of the agenda
• Inclusion

•Majority Rule / Minority rights
•Representation 

Pros Cons



TD examples

•Ancient Athens

•Britain (Magna Carta & Parliament)

•US 1776

•France 1789 (kind of)

•Foundation of modern democracy



•Explanation: Majority of 
political power & influence is 
held by a small number of 
individuals, groups, & 
industries
•Characteristics: Government 
policies disproportionately 
favor the elite over everyone 
else

Elite/Class Theory

Pros Cons



Elite/Class Theory



Pluralist Theory

•Explanation: People with 
common interests form 
organized groups to promote 
their causes & influence the 
political agenda.
•Characteristics: No single 
group, individual, or industry 
dominates politics.  Healthy 
competition exists between all.

Pros Cons



Pluralist Theory



Hyperpluralist Theory

•Explanation: same as Elite, 
but some groups wield too 
much power & influence 
•Characteristics: result is 
total gridlock in 
government where too 
many groups are 
competing & refuse to 
compromise with each 
other

Pros Cons



Hyperpluralist Theory



Bureaucratic Theory

•Explanation: NON-ELECTED  
Officials or members of the 
government have control 
over public policy & make 
decisions they think best.
•Characteristics: often result 
of turf battle or budget 
battles between agencies.  
•Often based on the special 

interests of the agency

Pros Cons



Bureaucratic Theory



Challenges to Democracy

• Increased Technical Expertise
• Politicians STILL know more than 

average citizen
•Limited Participation in Government
• APATHY is getting worse

•Escalating Campaign Costs
•Obama spent record $1 billion

• House run costs at least $500,000

•Diverse Political Interests
• Policy gridlock



Escalating Campaign costs







Democracy debate

•A Culture War?
•Wilson believes 
America is a more 
polarized nation 
today than EVER
•Other scholars 
relatively little 
evidence

James Q. Wilson 



Questions About Democracy

• Are people knowledgeable about public 
policy?
• Do they apply what they know to voting?

• Do interest groups help or hinder the 
process?

• Do political parties offer clear consistent 
choices for voters?

• Does the President & Congress work 
together in the best interests of ALL 
people?



The Scope of Government in 
America

•How Active Is American 
Government?
•Spends $3.8 (3.455) trillion 

yearly.
•Employs 2.8 (4.1) million 

civilians & 1.4 million in the 
military.
• It owns one-third of the 

land in the United States 
• It occupies 2.6 billion square 

feet of office space

















Examples of Public Goods (Collective)

Clean air



Preview  The Scope of 
Government in America
•What role did the 

Constitution’s authors foresee 
for the federal government?
•Does the public favor a large, 

active government?

• Is Congress too responsive to 
the demands of the public & 
organized interests?


